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FROM A LITTLE DREAMER GIRL TO THE VAST COSMOS AND HUMANITY

Abstract

Society marks its role in moments of collaboration in continuous individual actions, although sometimes
the entire population is not taken into account, its results have egalitarian consequences. The general
population must act reasonably at all times, even when there is huge news; How to live in the COVID-19
pandemic; It was shown that we must be prepared as a species and individually for all those minimal
probabilities, and not so much, for example making contact with intelligent extraterrestrial life. Speaking
from the perspective of young people, propose an international treaty that consists of 3 main postulates
that are based on a single rule: “Act responsibly individually and collaboratively, in addition to taking
actions that include and benefit the entire population, its limits and beliefs, achieving empathy ”; of
this same: Freedom, Cooperation, Reason. Since these characteristics must be an honest pillar of the
new model of society, being so, the fact that there is contact with another form of intelligent life must
follow these principles without the need for the interruption of some responsible political margin; also
taking firmly into account that the bases of these policies also follow what is proposed, otherwise, the link
with it will be broken. The people in charge of representing the world or their respective ones, have to
inform themselves of all their shortcomings and interests, so they put them completely aside, and have the
objective of collaborating and committing themselves with other species for the development of humanity
and knowledge. I speak as a young dreamer girl interested in exploring the cosmos, there is no more
logical way from the scientific and humanistic sphere, the way in which we must grow, mature as a society
before taking some steps on another planet, finding intelligent life; It is important for me to express my
point of view and raise my voice so that all those young people who share my dreams, do so with the
desire to live in peace in a better environment, for the simple fact that when they return to Earth or
wherever you are, find fulfillment with human kind.
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